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An extended meshfree method is presented for the analysis of a laminated anisotropic plate under elastostatic load-
ing. The plate may be of any planform shape with its thickness proﬁle composed of perfectly bonded uniform thickness
layers of distinct anisotropic materials. Both transverse and inplane loads are considered using a ﬁrst order shear defor-
mation theory for ﬂexural behavior and generalized plane stress for the membrane behavior. In this extended meshfree
method, a rectangular domain is initially considered with the plate of arbitrary geometry inscribed within it. A partic-
ular solution in the form of an analytic generalized Navier solution (a compound double Fourier series) is used to cap-
ture the response due to the loading within the rectangular domain. Then, a homogeneous solution by meshfree analysis
is added to treat the augmented boundary conditions on the actual contour of the plate. These augmented conditions
are composed of the prescribed values and that of the particular solution evaluated around the plates contour.
Concentrated transverse and inplane loads in the form of uniform loads over a very small patch are considered with
this generalized Navier solution representation. When a meshfree portion is added to account for the boundary condi-
tions, such solutions constitute the Greens functions for the plate. The viability of these double Fourier series repre-
sentations is shown by the convergence rates for the kinematic and force/moment ﬁelds. An additional example of a
two layer ±30 angleply circular plate is given to illustrate the capability of this extended meshfree method.
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Laminated anisotropic plates have received considerable attention in the last ﬁve decades for attributes
so universally acknowledged that further elaboration would be superﬂuous. With respect to structural anal-
ysis, Whitneys text (1987), for example, contains a large number of analytical methods for static, free vibra-
tion and stability analyses of laminated plates. While it is indeed quite comprehensive, only plates with
certain stacking sequences and symmetries and primarily of rectangular planform geometries are treated.
An arbitrarily shaped laminated anisotropic plate under general loading will not easily admit an analytical
solution.
Herein, we employ an extended meshfree method for the analysis of a laminated anisotropic plate of gen-
eral planform geometry. In this method, the total response is composed of a particular solution in analytic
form for the loading conditions and a meshfree (numerical) homogeneous solution for the boundary con-
ditions. This method for isotropic plates was presented in an earlier paper by the authors, Chen et al.
(2004), where the advantages were amply demonstrated. For a general laminated anisotropic plate, there
is inherent coupling of extensional and ﬂexural eﬀects. Herein, these inplane and ﬂexural behaviors are rep-
resented, respectively, by a generalized plane stress state and by a ﬁrst order shear deformation theory due
to Dong and Chun (1992). The transverse shear rigidities (or alternatively the shear correction factors) are
based on a pair of generalized principal shear planes. The concept of generalized principal shear planes is
needed because thickness-shear motions in a laminated anisotropic plate may not be polarized in two mutu-
ally orthogonal transverse planes. Thickness-shear frequencies at inﬁnitely long wave lengths of this plate
theory are made to agree with those of linear three-dimensional elasticity (in the same spirit as Mindlins
theory (1951) for homogeneous, isotropic plates), and this enforcement deﬁnes the transverse shear
rigidities.
In this version of the extended meshfree method, a rectangular domain is adopted so that the arbitrary
plate geometry under consideration can be inscribed within it (see Fig. 1). Analytic solutions for the dis-
placement ﬁelds are taken in terms of a pair of generalized double Fourier series over the full rectangular
domain, which we dubbed as generalized Navier solutions. Two such series are needed, one for transverse
load and the other for inplane loads, to accommodate their representations by a double Fourier sine series.
Each generalized Navier solution by itself will not ordinarily be able to satisfy the boundary conditions,
even if the plate is rectangular. The forces, moments and kinematic data around the contour of the plate
from these generalized Navier solutions serve as edge loads and constraints to the meshfree plate governingFig. 1. Diagram of plate inscribed within a rectangular domain.
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the kinematic variables, see Belytschko et al. (1994) and Liu et al. (1995). A stabilized conforming nodal
integration procedure satisfying linear and bending exactness due to Chen et al. (2001, 2002, 2004) and
Wang and Chen (2004) is employed in this formulation. The discretized equations of the weak form are
solved subject to prescribed boundary conditions and their modiﬁcation by the generalized Navier solu-
tions. By this extended meshfree method, any shaped plate under arbitrary transverse and inplane loads
may be treated.
One important loading condition concerns a concentrated force at some point in the plate. A solution for
such a load under given boundary conditions is Greens function. The availability of Greens functions is
essential to boundary element and boundary integral equation formulations. The behavior in the vicinity of
the load with the extended meshfree method is essentially analytic, which is a signiﬁcant advantage, espe-
cially in comparison to a ﬁnite element approach where an ultra ﬁne mesh would be needed. In our exam-
ples, we will consider both transverse and inplane concentrated loads, in which each component is
represented by a uniform load over an extremely small patch. This substitution of a point source circum-
vents spurious numerical behavior connected with this singularity. The convergence properties of this patch
load representation in the analytic (series) solutions are shown. Once these convergence properties have
been quantiﬁed, plate responses due to other distributed loading systems are assured of suﬃcient accuracy
as they involve less severe convergence requirements by comparison.
The analyses of inplane and transverse loading of anisotropic plates enjoy a long history beginning with
the work of Lekhnitskii in the late 1930s and early 1940s. His text (1957) documents formal solutions to the
problems of bending (based on Kirchhoﬀ hypothesis) and inplane loading (via Airy stress function) in terms
of analytic functions of two complex variables. Solutions of the same nature were obtained independently by
others within this time frame, as Lekhnitskiis publications were not readily available most likely because of
WWII. References to these papers may be found in Green and Zerna (1960, p. 185). A resurgence of activity
in complex variable solution representations occurred in the early 1990s. Becker in a series of papers (1991,
1992, 1993, 1995) and Zakharov and Becker (2000a,b) presented solutions to laminated anisotropic plates
with extension-bending coupling that were based on four complex potential functions. Yin (2003a,b) pre-
sented a very complete version of such solutions for extension and bending of laminated anisotropic plates
using the Airy stress function and two other stress functions related to the bending and twisting moments.
Parallel to these developments were complex variable solution representations based on an extension of
Strohs formalism. Here, we can cite Lu (1994), Lu and Mahrenholtz (1994) and Cheng and Reddy (2002,
2003), who worked on what may be collectively called an octet formalism. Mathematically, these general
solution forms are quite elegant and compact. Some speciﬁc solutions such as closed form Greens functions
for plates of inﬁnite extent have been given, see Becker (1995) and Cheng and Reddy (2003).
While analytical solutions are valuable, their numerical evaluations for stresses and displacements for
plates with arbitrary shaped boundaries and general loading conditions pose algebraic challenges. One
of the purposes of our present method is to surmount such possible diﬃculties by means of a combined
analytical/numerical solution approach. We believe that such a method will have an appropriate and useful
place in the analysis and design of laminated composite plate structures.2. Governing plate equations
Consider a laminated plate shown in Fig. 1, which is inscribed within a rectangular domain. The plate
occupies the region X with boundary curve oX, and the rectangular domain and its perimeter are denoted
by XR and oXR. Let the x–y plane of a right-handed rectangular Cartesian coordinate system coincide with
the middle surface of the plate and let the z-axis be normal to it. Set the origin at the lower left-hand corner
of the rectangular domain.
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middle surface displacements and bending rotations (u,v,w,hx,hy), eight deformation measures
(exx, eyy,cxy,cxz,cyz,jxx,jyy,jxy), and the eight force and couple resultants (Nxx,Nyy,Nxy,Qx,Qy,Mxx,
Myy,Mxy). The sign convention for these quantities is shown in Fig. 2. The deformation measures
are interrelated to the kinematic variables by strain–displacement relations.exx ¼ u;x; eyy ¼ v;y ; cxy ¼ v;x þ u;y
jxx ¼ hx;x; jyy ¼ hy;y ; 2jxy ¼ hy;x þ hx;y
cxz ¼ w;x þ hx; cyz ¼ w;x þ hy
ð1ÞThe constitutive relations for a laminated anisotropic plate can be written in two parts: (1) the extension-
bending relationsFig. 2. Element of plate and sign conventions.
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ð2Þand (2) the transverse shear relationsQx
Qy
( )
¼ C55 C45
C45 C44
 
cxz
cyz
( )
ð3Þwhere the Aij, Bij, Bij coeﬃcients are the usual extensional, bending and ext-bend coupling rigidities, whose
deﬁnitions may be found in any structural composites text, such as Whitney (1987) for example. For the
shear rigidities C55, C45, and C44, Dong and Chun (1992) proposed a method for assigning appropriate val-
ues to them. Their procedure may be considered as a generalization of Mindlins methodology (1951) for
homogeneous, isotropic plates and that by Dong and Tso (1972) for a ﬁrst order shear deformation theory
for laminated orthotropic constructions.
The equations of equilibrium in rectangular coordinates areNxx;x þ Nxy;y þ px ¼ 0
Nxy;x þ Nyy;y þ py ¼ 0
Qx;x þ Qy;y þ q ¼ 0 in X
Mxx;x þMxy;y  Qx ¼ 0
Mxy;x þMyy;y  Qy ¼ 0
ð4ÞSubstituting Eqs. (1)–(3) into Eq. (4) gives displacement equations of equilibrium of the formL11 L12 0 L14 L15
L12 L22 0 L24 L25
0 0 L33 L34 L35
L14 L24 L34 L44 L45
L15 L25 L35 L45 L55
26666664
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8>>><>>>:
9>>>=>>>;
¼
px
py
q
0
0
8>>><>>>:
9>>>=>>>;
ð5Þwhere the operators Lijs are given in Appendix A. Five boundary conditions may be prescribed on the
plates edge, i.e.,un ¼ un Nn ¼ Nn
us ¼ us Ns ¼ Ns
either w ¼ w or Qn ¼ Qn on oX
hn ¼ hn Mnn ¼ Mnn
hs ¼ hs Mns ¼ Mns
ð6Þwhere the overbar denotes a prescribed quantity. This system of governing equations (5) and boundary con-
ditions (6) can be abbreviated as
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Bu ¼ g on oX
ð7ÞThe weighted residual statement of displacement equations of equilibrium (5), i.e., its weak form, isZ Z
X
de
dj
( )T
A B
B D
" #
e
j
( )
dAþ
Z Z
X
dcTCcdA
¼
Z Z
oX2
dunNn þ dusNs þ dwQn þ dhnMnn þ dhsMns
 
dsþ
Z Z
X
ðdupx þ dvpy þ dwqÞdA ð8Þwith oX2 as that portion of oX where the stress and couple resultants are prescribed and Qn 
Qxcos(a,x) + Qycos (a,y) where a is the angle of the unit outward normal with the x-axis.3. Method of analysis
In the extended meshfree method, the plate under consideration is inscribed within a rectangular region
of lateral dimensions (a,b) as shown in Fig. 1. One part of the overall strategy is to use an analytic solution
for response to the loading condition, i.e., the particular solution up. But, in constructing up, the rectangular
region will be used, so that the particular solution satisﬁesLup ¼ f in XR ð9Þ
The evaluation of up on the contour oX of the plate givesBup ¼ gp on oX ð10Þ
which obviously diﬀers from g. The diﬀerence between gp and the prescribed boundary conditions g forms
the augmented boundary conditions, which the homogeneous solution must satisfy. Thus, the meshfree
analysis for uh consists ofLuh ¼ 0 in X
Buh ¼ gh on oX where gh ¼ g  gp
ð11ÞFor the particular solution, a generalized Navier series composed of a pair of double Fourier series is
used in the rectangular region. The loading condition must abide by the prescribed distribution within
the plate. Outside of the plate, the loading condition is arbitrary and should be taken so as to allow the
most convenient double Fourier sine series representation. Since the particular solution is analytic, it will
be able to capture the behavior due to the load with as much precision as necessary in accordance with the
number of terms used. The convergence of this series solution will be discussed. By means of a Fourier
series synthesis, any loading condition can be treated.
By evaluating the generalized Navier solution along contour oX of the plate, gp is found, which will not
usually satisfy the prescribed boundary conditions. Thus, the meshfree analysis is concerned with the homo-
geneous governing diﬀerential equations and augmented (nonhomogeneous) boundary conditions com-
posed of the diﬀerence between prescribed boundary condition g and gp. The superposition of these
analytic and meshfree (numerical) solutions yields a deﬂection surface satisfying both surface loading con-
ditions and prescribed boundary conditions on the plates contour. While a ﬁnite element analysis can be
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dling continuous boundary data with possibly high spatial variations. By ﬁnite elements, boundary loads
are treated by consistent loads based on rather elementary interpolation functions used for the stiﬀness
matrices, and ﬂuctuating boundary data will require a commensurately ﬁner mesh for an acceptable
accuracy.4. Generalized Navier solutions
If both transverse and inplane loading conditions are to be represented by double Fourier sine series,
then two distinct pairs of double Fourier series are needed as seen in what follows. Consider a rectangular
region XR of lateral dimensions (a,b).4.1. Transverse loading
For transverse loading, the generalized Navier solution form for a plate with the most general form of
anisotropy may be taken asu
v
w
hx
hy
8>>>><>>>>>:
9>>>>=>>>>>;
¼
X
m;n
U 1mn sin amx cos bny þ U 2mn cos amx sin bny
V 1mn cos amx sin bny þ V 2mn sin amx cos bny
W 1mn sin amx sin bny þ W 2mn cos amx cos bny
hx1mn cos amx sin bny þ hx2mn sin amx cos bny
hy1mn sin amx cos bny þ hy2mn cos amx sin bny
8>>>><>>>>>:
9>>>>=>>>>>;
ð12Þwhere U1mn,V1mn,W1mn, . . . ,hx2mn,hy2mn are the modal amplitudes, am, bn are the wave numbers deﬁned
byam ¼ mpa and bn ¼
np
b
ð13ÞAccordingly, the transverse loading q(x,y) is represented by a double Fourier sine series.qðx; yÞ ¼
X
m
X
n
qmn sin amx sin bny ð14ÞSubstitution of Eqs. (12) and (14) into governing equation (9) gives ten equations for the ten unknown
modal amplitudes U1mn,V1mn,W1mn, . . . ,hx2mn,hy2mn in terms of qmn for each pair of wave numbers (m,n).
These equations are given in Appendix A. The inplane strains, changes of curvature and transverse shear
angles based on this solution form can be calculated in a straight-forward manner, and these series expres-
sions may also be found in Appendix A.
For rectangular plates with certain laminate proﬁles, for example a cross-ply layup, only one series in
Eq. (12) is needed as all of the coeﬃcients in the other series are identically zero. In this case, freely sup-
ported conditions exist for the transverse behavior and mixed boundary conditions hold for inplane behav-
ior on oXR. But for a plate with the most general form of anisotropy and laminate construction, the
complete form of Eq. (12) is needed. The full series is doubly periodic in both coordinate directions, but
it portrays no meaningful boundary conditions on the rectangles contour oXR.
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In an analogous manner, the generalized Navier solution form for inplane loading is taken asu
v
w
hx
hy
8>>>><>>>:
9>>>>=>>>;
¼
X
m;n
U 3mn sin amx sin bny þ U 4mn cos amx cos bny
V 3mn cos amx cos bny þ V 4mn sin amx sin bny
W 3mn sin amx cos bny þ W 4mn cos amx sin bny
hx3mn cos amx cos bny þ hx4mn sin amx sin bny
hy3mn sin amx sin bny þ hy4mn cos amx cos bny
8>>>><>>>:
9>>>>=>>>;
ð15Þwhere U3mn,V3mn,W3mn, . . . ,hx4mn,hy4mn are the modal amplitudes. This double Fourier series form enables
the expansion of inplane loads as a double Fourier sine series.pxðx; yÞ ¼
X
m
X
n
pxmn sin amx sin bny; pyðx; yÞ ¼
X
m
X
n
pymn sin amx sin bny ð16ÞSubstitution of solution form (15) and loading conditions (16) into governing equations (9) gives another
set of ten equations for the unknown modal amplitudes U3mn,V3mn,W3mn, . . . ,hx4mn,hy4mn in terms of pxmn
and pymn for each set of wave numbers (m,n). The system of ten algebraic equations and the equations for
the inplane strains, etc. may be found in Appendix A. This second set of equations is virtually identical to
the ﬁrst set except for a certain number of signs. Similar remarks regarding realistic boundary conditions
on the rectangular contour oXR can be made.5. Meshfree plate equations
In the meshfree method of analysis, a set of NP nodes (xI,yI), I = 1,2, . . . ,NP is used in the domain X
occupied by the plate. The plates kinematic behavior is represented by approximations over these discrete
points. Herein, a moving least-square/reproducing kernel approximation is used for the kinematic variables
as summarized in the next section. Then we set forth the approximations of the kinematic variables and
their deformation measures and discuss the integration procedure used in this meshfree formulation to gen-
erate the discrete equations of equilibrium. These equations evince linear and bending exactness as well as
lock free shear behavior.
5.1. Moving least-square/reproducing kernel (MLS/RK) approximation
For the plate domain containing NP discretized nodes (xI,yI), the moving least-square/reproducing ker-
nel approximation of a ﬁeld variable f(x,y), denoted by fh(x,y), is expressed byf hðx; yÞ ¼
XNP
I¼1
WIðx; yÞdI ð17Þwhere dI is the nodal coordinate and shape function WI(x,y) is given byWIðx; yÞ ¼ HTðx xI ; y  yIÞbðx; yÞ/ðx xI ; y  yIÞ ð18Þ
with /(x  xI,y  yI) as the kernel function centered at (xI,yI) with a compact support, and HT and b are
vectors, respectively, of an nth order monomial basis and its associated coeﬃcients, i.e.,HTðx xI ; y  yIÞ ¼ f1; x xI ; y  yI ; . . . ; ðx xIÞn; . . . ; ðy  yIÞngT
bðx; yÞ ¼ fb00ðx; yÞ; b10ðx; yÞ; b01ðx; yÞ; . . . ; bn0ðx; yÞ; . . . ; b0nðx; yÞgT
ð19Þ
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I¼1
WIðx; yÞxiI yjI ¼ xiyj; 0 6 iþ j 6 n ð20Þwhich is equivalent toXNP
I¼1
WIðx; yÞðx xIÞiðy  yIÞj ¼ di0dj0; 0 6 iþ j 6 n
XNP
I¼1
WIðx; yÞHðx xI ; y  yIÞ ¼ Hð0; 0Þ
ð21Þwhere dij is the Kronecker delta. Substituting Eq. (18) into Eq. (21) and solving for bij yields the shape func-
tions asWIðx; yÞ ¼ HTð0; 0ÞM1ðx; yÞHðx xI ; y  yIÞ/ðx xI ; y  yIÞ ð22Þ
with M is a moment matrix given byMðx; yÞ ¼
XNP
I¼1
Hðx xI ; y  yIÞHTðx xI ; y  yIÞ/ðx xI ; y  yIÞ ð23ÞThis MLS/RK approximation is valid for any order n. Herein, a second order basis is used, i.e., n = 2.
5.2. Approximation of the kinematic and deformation ﬁelds
By the MLS/RK approximation procedure, the vectorial form of the approximated kinematic variables
at the nodes in terms of shape functions WI(x,y) isuhðx; yÞ ¼
uh
vh
wh
hhx
hhy
8>>>><>>>:
9>>>>=>>>;
¼
XNP
I¼1
WIðx; yÞ
uI
vI
wI
hxI
hyI
8>>>><>>>:
9>>>>=>>>;

XNP
I¼1
WIðx; yÞd I ð24Þwhere superscript h connotes an approximation of the exact ﬁeld. The deformation measures of Eq. (1) then
take on the following formsehðx; yÞ
jhðx; yÞ
 
¼
ehxx
ehyy
chxy
jhxx
jhyy
2jhxy
8>>>>><>>>>>:
9>>>>>=>>>>>;
¼
XNP
I¼1
BbI ðx; yÞd I ð25Þ
chðx; yÞ ¼ c
h
xz
chyz
( )
¼
XNP
I¼1
BsIðx; yÞd I ð26Þ
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WI;x 0 0 0 0
0 WI ;y 0 0 0
WI;y WI ;x 0 0 0
0 0 0 WI;x 0
0 0 0 0 WI;y
0 0 0 WI ;y WI ;x
266666666664
377777777775
ð27Þ
BsIðx; yÞ ¼
0 0 WI;x WI 0
0 0 WI;y 0 WI
 
ð28Þ5.3. Smoothed kinematic measures
These deformation measures are to be incorporated into the weak form statement of the governing
equations and must be integrated over the domain occupied by the plate. In this integration process, a
stabilized conforming nodal integration procedure is needed to avoid numerical instabilities and to satisfy
the so-called linear and bending exactness, i.e., the patch tests. This is achieved by introducing the fol-
lowing deformation smoothing of the middle surface strains and curvatures at node (xK,yK), see Wang
and Chen (2004).ehðxK ; yKÞ 1AK
Z Z
AK
u;xðx; yÞ
v;yðx; yÞ
u;yðx; yÞ þ v;xðx; yÞ
8><>:
9>=>;dA ð29Þ
~jhðxK ; yKÞ
1
AK
Z Z
AK
h;xðx; yÞ
h;yðx; yÞ
h;yðx; yÞ þ h;xðx; yÞ
8><>:
9>=>;dA ð30Þwhere the tildes connote approximation and AK is the nodal representative area that can be obtained, for
example, from a Voronoi diagram, see Fig. 3. To satisfy the (integration) constraints of Eqs. (29) and (30),
invoke the divergence theorem to convert the area integrals to line integrals around the representative area
AK, i.e.,~ehxxðxK ; yKÞ ¼
1
AK
Z Z
AK
u;xðx; yÞdA ¼
I
SK
unx ds
~chxyðxK ; yKÞ ¼
1
AK
Z Z
AK
fu;yðx; yÞ þ v;xðx; yÞgdA ¼
I
SK
funy þ vnxgds
~jhxxðxK ; yKÞ ¼
1
AK
Z Z
AK
hx;xðx; yÞdA ¼
I
SK
hxnx ds
2~jhxyðxK ; yKÞ ¼
1
AK
Z Z
AK
fhx;yðx; yÞ þ hy;xðx; yÞgdA ¼
I
SK
fhxny þ hynxgds
ð31Þ
Fig. 3. Nodal representative area (Voronoi diagram).
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ward normal n as shown in Fig. 3. Hence, the inplane strains and bending curvatures of Eqs. (29) and (30)
becomeeBbI ðx; yÞ ¼
erxWI 0 0 0 0
0 eryWI 0 0 0eryWI erxWI 0 0 0
0 0 0 erxWI 0
0 0 0 0 eryWI
0 0 0 eryWI erxWI
26666666664
37777777775
ð32Þwhere era is the smoothed gradient notation given by
eraWIðxK ; yKÞ ¼ I
SK
WIðx; yÞnaðx; yÞdsa ¼ ðx; yÞ ð33Þ5.4. Discretized equations
Incorporating the smoothed inplane strains and bending curvatures into the nodally integrated weak
form given by Eq. (7) at (xK,yK) givesXNP
K¼1
d~eðxK ; yKÞ
d~jðxK ; yKÞ
 T
A B
B D
 
~eðxK ; yKÞ
~jðxK ; yKÞ
 
þ dcTðxK ; yKÞCcðxK ; yKÞ
( )
AK
¼
XNS
L¼1
duðxL; yLÞNxxðxL; yLÞ þ dvðxL; yLÞNyyðxL; yLÞ þ dwðxL; yLÞQnðxL; yLÞ þ dhxðxL; yLÞMxx

þ dhyðxL; yLÞMyy

w
^
L þ
XNP
K¼1
duðxK ; yKÞpxðxK ; yKÞ þ dvðxK ; yKÞpyðxK ; yKÞ þ dwðxK ; yKÞqðxK ; yKÞ
 
AK
ð34Þ
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^
L are the sampling point and weight, respectively, of the numerical integration proce-
dure for the boundary integral, which is assumed to be taken over NS points whose supports intersect with
the plates contour. Evaluation of this equation leads to the discrete equations asKd ¼ ½Kb þ K sd ¼ f S þ f A ð35Þ
where Kb, Ks, fS,fA are the assembled nodal stiﬀnesses and load vectors, respectively,Kb ¼ A
NP
I;J¼1
KbIJ ; K
s ¼ A
NP
I;J¼1
K sIJ ; f
S ¼ A
NS
I¼1
f SI ; f
A ¼ A
NP
I¼1
f AI ð36Þwhere A denotes an assembly operation and submatrices of KbIJ and K
s
IJ are given byKbIJ ¼
XNP
K¼1
Bb
T
I
56
ðxK ; yKÞ
A B
B D
 
66
BbI
65
ðxK ; yKÞAK ; ð37Þ
K sIJ ¼
XNP
K¼1
Bb
T
I
52
ðxK ; yKÞ C
22
BbI
25
ðxK ; yKÞAK ð38Þandf SI ¼
XNS
L¼1
WIðxL; yLÞ
NxxðxL; yLÞ
NyyðxL; yLÞ
QnðxL; yLÞ
MxðxL; yLÞ
MyðxL; yLÞ
8>>><>>>>:
9>>>=>>>>;
w
^
L and f
A
I ¼
XNP
K¼1
WIðxK ; yKÞ
pxðxK ; yKÞ
pyðxK ; yKÞ
qðxK ; yKÞ
0
0
8>>><>>>>:
9>>>=>>>>;
AK ð39ÞThe system of Eq. (35) is capable of treating a laminated anisotropic plate of arbitrary geometry under
general loading conditions. However, in this extended meshfree version, only f S representing boundary
kinematic measures and loads is involved as surface loads are treated by the particular solution. In this sys-
tem of equations, both linear/bending exactness and lock free shear behavior are satisﬁed due to the treat-
ment of inplane and ﬂexural deformations by our stabilized nodal integration method. This system of
equations represents the extension of the authors previous paper, i.e., Chen et al. (2004), applied to homo-
geneous, isotropic plates where bending exactness and lock free shear behavior were demonstrated.6. Point loads/Greens functions
For convenience in our discussion of concentrated transverse and inplane loads, consider a rectangular
plate of sides (a,b) loaded by forces, (Px,Py,Pz), at location (x = n,y = g). The double Fourier series of Eqs.
(14) and (16) for these load components arefpx; py ; qgðx; y; n; gÞ ¼
4
ab
fPx; Py ; P zg
X
m
X
n
sin amn sin bng sin amx sin bny ð40ÞSince these expansions do not converge, a more relaxed representation consisting of uniform loads
(px0,py0,pz0) over a extremely small rectangular patch of dimensions (R,S) is substituted for these concen-
trated forces. The coeﬃcients (pxmn,pymn,qmn) in the double Fourier series representations for these loads arefpxmn; pymn; qmng ¼
16fpx0; py0; q0g
abambn
sin amn sin bng sin
amR
2
sin
bnS
2
ð41Þ
Fig. 4. Number of terms vs patch dimension/plate length ratio for equivalent point load.
Fig. 5. Rectangular isotropic plate—unit transverse load at center: Plots of (a) w(x, 50), (b) hx(x, 50), (c) Mxx(x, 50) and (d) Qx(x, 50).
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nR=2
Z gþS=2
gS=2
fpx0; py0; q0gdxdy ¼ fPx; Py ; P zg or fpx0; py0; q0g ¼
fPx; Py ; P zg
RS
ð42ÞWhile a doubly inﬁnite number of terms are needed for full equivalence, convergence on a practical basis
can be measured by the number of terms according to patch size to achieve a particular percentage of the
total load (say, 90%, 95% and 99%). The plot in Fig. 4 shows the number of terms N for a given percentage
of the total load versus patch size as expressed by the ratio of patch width to plate length. Since the loaded
region is rectangular, the total number of terms would be N2. While Fig. 4 indicates a discouraging low
convergence rate for a 99% equivalence, our plate results in the examples that follow show that signiﬁcantlyig. 6. Rectangular isotropic plate—unit transverse load at center: Three-dimensional plots of (a) Mxx and (b) Qx ﬁelds.
Fig. 7. Rectangular isotropic plate—unit longitudinal load in x-direction at center: plots of (a) u(x,50) and (b) Nxx(x, 50).
158 D. Wang et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 43 (2006) 144–171fewer terms are suﬃcient for accurate results, even for near singular force and moment ﬁelds associated
with the concentrated forces due to the inherent nature of the generalized Navier series.
Two square plates are considered in this section: an isotropic plate and a two-layer ±30 angleply plate
both of side dimension a = 100 and thickness/length ratio h/a = 1/100. For the isotropic plate, Poissons
ratio m = 0.3. For the two-layer ±30 angleply plate, the material properties parallel and perpendicular
to the ﬁber direction are1 In
of forc
summEL
ET
¼ 40; GLT
ET
¼ 0.5; GTT
ET
¼ 0.2; mLT ¼ 0.25; mTT ¼ 0.25 ð43ÞUnit transverse and inplane concentrated forces at the center of the plate are considered, where a square
patch of width equal to 0.5% of a, i.e., R/a = S/a = 0.005, is used for them. The isotropic plate results are
normalized with respect to Youngs modulus E, and those for the two-layer angleply plate by ET.
6.1. Homogeneous isotropic plate
For a unit transverse load, a family of plots of displacement w, slope hx, moment Mxx and transverse
shear Qx along a line through the middle of the plate is shown in Fig. 5, i.e., on a line between end points
(x,y) = (0,50) and (100,50). The number of terms in the Fourier series are indicated in the family of curves.
It is seen that the kinematic ﬁeld was captured with a very few terms; N = 10 in most cases were suﬃcient
for four signiﬁcant digit accuracy, while N = 5 gave reasonably acceptable results. On the other hand, the
moment and transverse shear force ﬁelds required substantially more terms since they involve near singular
behavior.1 Nevertheless, the numbers of terms are substantially less than that to capture the equivalent load
as shown in Fig. 4. Three-dimensional plots of the near singular momentMxx and shear Qx ﬁelds are shown
in Fig. 6.
For the inplane unit load, near singular behavior is seen in both u and Nxx in Fig. 7. The inplane force
Nxx which is proportional to the derivative of u is clearly correlated in the two plots of Fig. 7. Moreover, the
numbers of terms needed for accurate results are similar those for Mxx and Qx for transverse loading.the computational procedure, the Fourier coeﬃcients of the kinematic ﬁeld are determined once, and all subsequent calculations
e and moment data involve summations of these coeﬃcients. For a desk top computer with a Pentium 4 microprocessor, these
ations required a matter of seconds to generate the data for these plots.
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this loading condition, such plots would evince the same near singular behavior as the ﬂexural ﬁeld. From
common understanding of ﬁnite element modeling, it is obvious that an extremely ﬁne mesh would be
needed for such results.Fig. 8. Rectangular two-layer ±30 angleply plate—unit transverse load at center: plots of (a) w(x, 50), (b) v(x, 50), (c) Mxx(x,50),
(d) Myy(x, 50), (e) Nxy(x, 50) and (f) Qx(x,50).
Fig. 9. Meshfree layouts of rectangular and circular plate geometries.
160 D. Wang et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 43 (2006) 144–171For an isotropic plate, only one series in Eq. (12) or (15) is involved; thus the boundary conditions along
the perimeter oXR are those of a freely supported condition for transverse loading and mixed boundary
conditions for inplane loading. For any other condition, a meshfree analysis must be added. For example,
if the edge were clamped, a normal moment distribution around the perimeter must be applied. Since the
governing diﬀerential equations of equilibrium are elliptic-like, such applied edge moments will decay rap-
idly into the interior of the plate. Because a meshfree analysis of this isotropic plate will reveal little in terms
of new behavior, such an analysis will not be presented here for brevity sake.
6.2. Square two-layer ±30 angleply plate
For a square two layer ±30 angleply plate of side dimension a, the properties of Eq. (43) in a two-layer
plate with layer thickness equal to half of the total depth, the values of A, B, D and C2 are2 SeeA ¼
23.0667 7.4810 0.0
3.5362 0.0
sym. 7.7306
2664
3775; B ¼
0.0 0.0 3.1579
0.0 1.0706
sym. 0.0
2664
3775
D ¼
1.9222 0.6234 0.0
0.2947 0.0
sym. 0.6442
2664
3775; C ¼ 0.2817 0.0
0.0 0.1896
" # ð44ÞFor this layup of the two plies, B16 and B26 are present. Thus, coupling between inplane forces (Nxx,Nyy)
and twisting moment Mxy as well as between normal bending moments (Mxx,Myy) and inplane shear Nxy
will be seen.
For a unit transverse load, plots of displacements (w,v) and of moments and forces Mxx, Myy, Nxy, and
Qx along a line through the middle of the plate connecting end points (x,y) = (0,50) and (100,50) are shown
in Fig. 8. Again, the number of terms in the generalized Navier series are shown to indicate the convergence
of these ﬁelds. These plots show convergence rates that are very much like those for the isotropic plate. As
cited in the Introduction, there are a number of classical theory solutions for a point load for a laminatedDong and Chun (1992).
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were made with the current numerical results, since the latter data are based on a ﬁrst order shear defor-
mation plate theory. The singular solutions in the literature are appropriate for an accompanying homo-
geneous solution predicated on classical theory.
If this angleply plate were fully clamped on all four sides so that all displacement and normal bending
rotations are suppressed, then a meshfree homogeneous solution must be added where a normalizedFig. 10. (a) Rectangular two-layer ±30 angleply plate—unit transverse load at center: three-dimensional plots of (a) v and (b) w ﬁelds.
162 D. Wang et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 43 (2006) 144–171support size of 2.5 was used. The layout of points for the meshfree analysis of this square plate is shown in
Fig. 9(a). The particular, homogeneous and total solutions are shown in Fig. 10, where Fig. 10(a) contains
the displacement ﬁelds v and w, Fig. 10(b) the slope hx and moment Mxx, and Fig. 10(c) the forces Qx and
Nxy. In these ﬁgures, those in the ﬁrst row depict the particular solution, the second row contains the homo-
geneous solution and the bottom row gives the total solution. The response to the near concentrated force
over the entire plate is clearly visualized in these three-dimensional ﬁgures.Fig. 10. (b) Rectangular two-layer ±30 angleply plate—unit transverse load at center: three-dimensional plots of (a) hx and (b) Mxx
ﬁelds.
Fig. 10. (c) Rectangular two-layer ±30 angleply plate—unit transverse load at center: three-dimensional plots of (a) Qx and (b) Nxy
ﬁelds.
D. Wang et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 43 (2006) 144–171 163For a unit inplane load represented by uniformly distributed load over a same size patch of R/a = S/
a = 0.005, the results for u, hy, Nxx and Qy along a line through the middle of the plate connecting end
points (x,y) = (0,50) and (100,50) are shown in Fig. 11. The convergence rates for this loading condition
evince the same trends as the isotropic plate. A three-dimensional plot of Qy is shown in Fig. 12, where
the reversal of the sign of Qy was made for a clearer visualization. As the homogeneous solution will
be very similar in nature to that for the transverse loading condition, no meshfree analysis is presented
here.
Fig. 11. Rectangular two-layer ±30 angleply plate—unit longitudinal load in x-direction at center: Plots of (a) u(x, 50), (b) hy(x, 50),
(c) Nxx(x, 50) and (d) Qy(x,50).
Fig. 12. Rectangular two-layer ±30 angleply plate—unit longitudinal load in x-direction at center: three-dimensional plot of Qy ﬁeld.
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Consider a circular two layer ±30 angleply plate with a radius of 50 units. Let the ±30 ply angles be
oriented with respect to the x-axis. A unit concentrated transverse force occurs on a 45 radial line with the
center of the plate at a distance of 20
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
units away from it. This load is represented by using a square padFig. 13. (a) Circular two-layer ±30 angleply plate—unit transverse load at (n,g) = (70,70): three-dimensional plots of (a) v and (b) w
ﬁelds.
Fig. 13. (b) Circular two-layer ±30 angleply plate—unit transverse load at (n,g) = (70,70): three-dimensional plots of (a) hx and
(b) Mxx ﬁelds.
166 D. Wang et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 43 (2006) 144–171of width 0.5% of the diameter of the plate, and the Fourier series of the loading condition is given by
Eq. (41) with (n,g) = (70,70). Fully clamped boundary conditions are prescribed on the circular contour.
In Fig. 13(a)–(c) are shown the plots of v, w, hx, Mxx, Qx and Nxy. Again, the three rows of ﬁgures
from top to bottom pertain, respectively, to the particular, homogeneous and total solutions. It is observed
again that the near singular behaviors in the moment and force ﬁelds are captured by the particular solu-
Fig. 13. (c) Circular two-layer ±30 angleply plate—unit transverse load at (n,g) = (70,70): three-dimensional plots of (a) Qx and (b)
Nxy.
D. Wang et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 43 (2006) 144–171 167tion, where 1502 terms were suﬃcient for convergence. The homogeneous solution that meets the
augmented boundary conditions was found with numerical ease using the node layout shown in Fig.
9(b) and a 2.5 normalized support. In Fig. 13(c), the coupling due to B16 and B26 resulting in Nxy is clearly
seen.
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An extended meshfree method was presented for the analysis of a general laminated anisotropic plate
under elastostatic transverse and inplane loading. The general strategy of this method is to have the par-
ticular solution, i.e., the behavior due to loading, represented analytically by generalized Navier solutions
and have the homogeneous solution determined by a meshfree analysis. The behavior of the particular solu-
tion on the plates boundary go into forming the augmented boundary conditions which the homogeneous
solution must meet. Thus, the sum of these two portions gives the total solution to the originally posed
plate problem.
Concentrated loads on rectangular plates were considered, where these singular sources were represented
by uniform loads over a very small patch. The convergence properties relating to the treatment of these
nearly singular sources were explored in some detail. As this type of loads constitutes the most demanding
in terms of convergence of the generalized Navier series representation, then all forms of distributed loading
conditions can be handled as they will involve less strident representational requirements. A further exam-
ple of a circular two-layer ±30 angleply plate was given to illustrate powerful features of this extended
meshfree method. It can be seen that this proposed method will enable the analysis of a very large class
of plate bending and two-dimensional plane stress (as well as plane strain) problems where any loading con-
ditions, especially those involving near singularities, pose no diﬃculties.Appendix A
The operators in Eq. (5) are given byL11ð Þ ¼ A11ð Þ;xx þ 2A16ð Þ;xy þ A66ð Þ;yy
L12ð Þ ¼ A16ð Þ;xx þ ðA12 þ A66Þð Þ;xy þ A26ð Þ;yy
L14ð Þ ¼ B11ð Þ þ 2B16ð Þ;xy þ B66ð Þ;yy
L15ð Þ ¼ B16ð Þ;xx þ ðB12 þ B66Þð Þ;xy þ B26ð Þ;yy
L22ð Þ ¼ A66ð Þ;xx þ 2A26ð Þ;xy þ A22ð Þ;yy
L24ð Þ ¼ B16ð Þ þ ðB12 þ B66Þð Þ;xy þ B26ð Þ;yy
L25ð Þ ¼ B66ð Þ;xx þ 2B26ð Þ;xy þ B22ð Þ;yy
L33ð Þ ¼ C55ð Þ;xx  2C45ð Þ;xy  C44ð Þ;yy
L34ð Þ ¼ C55ð Þ;x  C45ð Þ;y ; L35ð Þ ¼ C45ð Þ;xx  C44ð Þ;y
L44ð Þ ¼ D11ð Þ;xx þ 2D16ð Þ;xy þ D66ð Þ;yy  C55ð Þ
L45ð Þ ¼ D16ð Þ;xx þ ðD12 þ D66Þð Þ;xy þ D26ð Þ;yy  C45ð Þ
L55ð Þ ¼ D66ð Þ;xx þ 2D26ð Þ;xy þ D22ð Þ;yy  C44ð Þ
ðA:1ÞSubstitution of solution forms (12) and (15) into governing equations (5) leads to the following two sys-
tems of ten equations, where the upper and lower plus/minus signs, respectively, are used for the two kine-
matic coeﬃcients (in bracket { , }) of the dependent variables.ðA11a2m þ A66b2nÞfU 1mn;U 3mng  ðA12 þ A66ÞambnfV 1mn; V 3mng  2B16ambnfhx1mn; hx3mng
þ ðB16a2m þ B26b2nÞfhy1mn; hy3mng  2A16ambnfU 2mn;U 4mng þ ðA16a2m þ A26b2nÞfV 2mn; V 4mng
þ ðB11a2m þ B66b2nÞfhx2mn; hx4mng  ðB12 þ B66Þambnfhy2mn; hy4mng ¼ f0; pxmng ðA:2Þ
D. Wang et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 43 (2006) 144–171 169 ðA12 þ A66ÞambnfU 1mn;U 3mng þ ðA66a2m þ A22b2nÞfV 1mn; V 3mng þ ðB16a2m þ B26b2nÞfhx1mn; hx3mng
 2B26ambnfhy1mn; hy3mng þ ðA16a2m þ A26b2nÞfU 2mn;U 4mng  2A26ambnfV 2mn; V 4mng
 ðB12 þ B66Þambnfhx2mn; hx4mng þ ðB66a2m þ B22b2nÞfhy2mn; hy4mng ¼ f0; 0g ðA:3Þ
ðC55a2m þ C44b2nÞfW 1mn;W 3mng þ C55amfhx1mn; hx3mng  C44bnfhy1mn; hy3mng
 2C45ambnfW 2mn;W 4mng  C45bnfhx2mn; hx4mng þ C45amfhy2mn; hy4mng ¼ fqmn; 0g ðA:4Þ
 2B16ambnfU 1mn;U 3mng þ ðB16a2m þ B26b2nÞfV 1mn; V 3mng þ C55amfW 1mn;W 3mng
þ ðD11a2m þ D66b2n þ C55Þfhx1mn; hx3mng  ðD12 þ D66Þambnfhy1mn; hy3mng
þ ðB11a2m þ B66b2nÞfU 2mn;U 4mng  ðB12 þ B66ÞambnfV 2mn; V 4mng  C45bnfW 2mn;W 4mng
 2D16ambnfhx2mn; hx4mng þ ðD16a2m þ D26b2n þ C45Þfhy2mn; hy4mng ¼ f0; 0g ðA:5Þ
ðB16a2m þ B26b2nÞfU 1mn;U 3mng  2B26ambnfV 1mn; V 3mng  C44bnfW 1mn;W 3mng
 ðD12 þ D66Þambnfhx1mn; hx3mng þ ðD66a2m þ D22b2n þ C44Þfhy1mn; hy3mng
 ðB12 þ B66ÞambnfU 2mn;U 4mng þ ðB66a2m þ B22b2nÞfV 2mn; V 4mng  C45amfW 2mn;W 4mng
þ ðD16a2m þ D26b2n þ C45Þfhx2mn; hx4mng  2D26ambnfhy2mn; hy4mng ¼ f0; 0g ðA:6Þ
 2A16ambnfU 1mn;U 3mng þ ðA16a2m þ A26b2nÞfV 1mn; V 3mng þ ðB11a2m þ B66b2nÞfhx1mn; hx3mng
 ðB12 þ B66Þambnfhy1mn; hy3mng þ ðA11a2m þ A66b2nÞfU 2mn;U 4mng  ðA12 þ A66ÞambnfV 2mn; V 4mng
 2B16ambnfhx2mn; hx4mng þ ðB16a2m þ B26b2nÞfhy2mn; hy4mng ¼ f0; 0g ðA:7Þ
ðA16a2m þ A26b2nÞfU 1mn;U 3mng  2A26ambnfV 1mn; V 3mng  ðB12 þ B66Þambnfhx1mn; hx3mng
þ ðB66a2m þ B22b2nÞfhy1mn; hy3mng  ðA12 þ A66ÞambnfU 2mn;U 4mng þ ðA66a2m þ A22b2nÞfV 2mn; V 4mng
þ ðB16a2m þ B26b2nÞfhx2mn; hx4mng  2B26ambnfhy2mn; hy4mng ¼ f0; pymng ðA:8Þ
 2C45ambnfW 1mn;W 3mng  C45bnfhx1mn; hx3mng  C45amfhy1mn; hy3mng þ ðC55a2m þ C44b2nÞfW 2mn;W 4mng
 C55amfhx2mn; hx4mng  C44bnfhy2mn; hy4mng ¼ f0; 0g ðA:9Þ
ðB11a2m þ B66b2nÞfU 1mn;U 3mng  ðB12 þ B66ÞambnfV 1mn; V 3mng  C45bnfW 1mn;W 3mng
 2D16ambnfhx1mn; hx3mng þ ðD16a2m þ D26b2n þ C45Þfhy1mn; hy3mng  2B16ambnfU 2mn;U 4mng
þ ðB16a2m þ B26b2nÞfV 2mn; V 4mng  C55amfW 2mn;W 4mng þ ðD11a2m þ D66b2n þ C55Þfhx2mn; hx4mng
 ðD12 þ D66Þambnfhy2mn; hy4mng ¼ f0; 0g ðA:10Þ
 ðB12 þ B66ÞambnfU 1mn;U 3mng þ ðB66a2m þ B22b2nÞfV 1mn; V 3mng þ C45amfW 1mn;W 3mng
þ ðD16a2m þ D26b2n þ C45Þfhx1mn; hx3mng  2D26ambnfU 2mn;U 4mng þ ðB16a2m þ B26b2nÞfU 2mn;U 4mng
 2B26ambnfV 2mn; V 4mng  C44bnfW 2mn;W 4mng  ðD12 þ D66Þambnfhx2mn; hx4mng
þ ðD66a2m þ D22b2n þ C44Þfhy2mn; hy4mng ¼ f0; 0g ðA:11ÞThe expressions for the inplane strains, changes of curvature and twist and transverse shear angles with
this solution form are
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X
m
X
n
U 1mnam cos amx cos bny  U 2mnam sin amx sin bny
U 3mnam cos amx sin bny  U 4mnam sin amx cos bny
 
eyy ¼ ovoy ¼
X
m
X
n
V 1mnbn cos amx cos bny  V 2mnbn sin amx sin bny
V 3mnbn cos amx sin bny þ V 4mnbn sin amx cos bny
 
cxy ¼
ou
oy
þ ov
ox
¼
X
m
X
n
ðU 1mnbn  V 1mnamÞ sin amx sin bny þ ðU 2mnbn þ V 2mnamÞ cos amx cos bny
ðU 3mnbn  V 3mnamÞ sin amx cos bny þ ðU 4mnbn þ V 4mnamÞ cos amx sin bny
 
ðA:12Þ
jxx ¼ ohxox ¼
X
m
X
n
hx1mnam sin amx sin bny þ hx2mnam cos amx cos bny
hx3mnam sin amx cos bny þ hx4mnam cos amx sin bny
 
jyy ¼ ohyoy ¼
X
m
X
n
hy1mnbn sin amx sin bny þ hy2mnbn cos amx cos bny
hy3mnbn sin amx cos bny  hy4mnbn cos amx sin bny
 
2jxy ¼ ohxoy þ
ohy
ox
¼
X
m
X
n
ðhx1mnbn þ hy1mnamÞ cos amx cos bny  ðhx2mnbn þ hy2mnamÞ sin amx sin bny
ðhx3mnbn þ hy3mnamÞ cos amx sin bny þ ðhx4mnbn  hy4mnamÞ sin amx cos bny
 
ðA:13Þ
cxz ¼
ow
ox
þ hx ¼
X
m
X
n
ðW 1mnam þ hx1mnÞ cos amx sin bny þ ðW 2mnam þ hx2mnÞ sin amx cos bny
ðW 3mnam þ hx3mnÞ cos amx cos bny þ ðW 4mnam þ hx4mnÞ sin amx sin bny
 
cyz ¼ w;x þ hy ¼
X
m
X
n
ðW 1mnbn þ hy1mnÞ sin amx cos bny þ ðW 2mnbn þ hy2mnÞ cos amx sin bny
ðW 3mnbn þ hy3mnÞ sin amx sin bny þ ðW 4mnbn þ hy4mnÞ cos amx cos bny
 
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